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SHE GEOG.AJHY OP CAE SAP.' S CAMPAIGNS. 
I. THE GALL: C WAR* 
A Collection ef Notes 62: the C-eogrr-nhy of Caesar's Carâ iagra in Gaul 
irith a series of Mar>s to show Caesar's 
Acquisition of Territory. «<,V ,V'r 
By T/« G. I.5acav. ' <;/ i ""; 
0 / rrfc V i 
Lav.ro;.ee ̂Tf.iiias > 14 > I398« 
Bffi GBOGPAPKY OF : CAKSA&*ji^CAMPAIGNS* 
I. THE^a&IC V:AE. 
Caesar's "Gallic war" is admired for its -Plain jsi rapid 9 9 t r a i g h f c f ©rward 
style. It wan written to*** political purpose and is in the> fe*B of notes , 
hastily drafted, without apy attend at enibellishmenti "fef it fcesse^a-fc elegance 
and a conciseness that is the rodel of historical composition* 
The interest of the "Gallic War" do«s net lie irfcolly in the style of its 
oomptaitioiu It ocntcihs much valuable history. Prom it we" learn tl» eam-
paiglia o f o r j s c f t l i e world's greatest generals , a vividd story of n&litary 
.operations which continued throu-h seven years against strenr ard warlike 
tribes f»kiig a noble struggle to maintain their liber ty ami inieperderice. 
the imperbanof of the book as a literary production and as a record of 
histosyi is suck that anything which helps to r i v e a clearer urderstardirjr 
of it is *f coraiderable value. 
It is di-^ioult to net a clear understanding of t h e "Commentaries* 
without a study of the neorrarhy of Gaul. The nountai ns , the hills , the 
the lakes and rivers whieh Caesar r r a n t i o i B rmst be identified; the routes along 
alorg which Caesar led his leniens nust be determined* and t h e t o ^ m and 
battle-fieldslocated if a ccxnnlete understanding of t h e t e x t is to b e 
i^tt^NU In ordeir t o accomplish all this, a careful survty o f the country as 
* i* Is at the Pretest tiî e is of r r e a t importance* Anc ient ruins siust be 
discovered • elek Gallic ard Eemrm roads found, nanies of towns and places cc:^ 
pared $ aid the tocography o~ the country carefully studied* f h e brevity of the 
V o l u n t a r i e s i B k e s it necessary t o suotjly as nuch infcrrjation from these 
outside sources as xossible* 
It would be well for t l i e student who contemplates a study of the geog-
r a p h y of t h e ^Gallic Wa#* to visit the crunbry and b e e oise thoroughly acouaint-
e d with it« Pew men c a n hc^pe to do this > hor;ever # Mos* students nust content 
t h e m s e l v e s with an examination o f t h e data w h i c h ether men have collected 
and a careful comparison of the conclusions which they have reached* 
Am&ftDritfes do n*rt always arree and a comparison of th e results o f thier 
labors is always of interest ani value* Besides > a schfelar may sometimes 
collect valuable data but cay not always understand th e significance of i t 
nor draw the correct conclusions from i t * Others m ay b e able to the 
evidence to better advantage than the nail w h o collecte d it* There does r_ot j o u n r 
sHiem, however* to be very m u c h t h a t is wholly new > that ian be accomplished 
If*t th^geegraphy of t % e vFGailio Warthfcl ground M s b̂ eit f y#tty 
the*oug^y-|ever€^ A u t h o r i t i e s do not agr^e eja every point it0 b e sure* 
II 
but̂ rjaiiy of the questions seem to te beyond an exao t settlement and to ventures 
an opinion would b# sisrnly to enter with others into the realm of speculation* 
On many ^©ints agreement is so reneral that oueatio ns have ceased to te * 
raised* Other points can not te settled "beyond a d eyree cf probability* 
I n writing these notes an effort has been made to examine the best author-r 
ities on the geography of the "Gallic •*arw and to Present the resultsof the 
e^aiuinationin a condensed aril convenient form* When/: the authorities do not 
arree * the several ©linions are riven and > where ossicle > those which seen :• 
rest reliable are indicated* What is cennonly know n and accepted without 
question has been passed ever* For this reason H* a tteiiirt has been made to 
determine the location of. the Gallic tribes. Our w ork has had two pur-
roses in view Tiz* (I* to collect inforraticr: whic h relates especially to thee 
eondue* of the eamsairra , as the tracin cf routes > and the location cf tow 1 3 a 
and "battle-fields > and f2) to show Caese*1 s acouisi tion of Gallic territAry 
in the several eamna|gns until his final and conple te mastery of all Gaul* 
A series of : ars has been drawn to show how much territory Caesar added 
as the result 0 1 each successive can ai^n, also wha t tribes wero in revolt 
at various tir.es aixi how nuch territory Caesar lost by the disaffection* It 
is believed that such a series of raps has not before "been constructed ard the 
author ho es that M s may be - ound of interest and value* 
BIBLIOGRAPHY* 
Dod' e : Caesar* 
Hapoleon I I : Julius Caesar* 
Stef^el: Guerre de Caesar et d'Arieviste* (Only through references of other 
authors) 
A. ven Gcelcrt Caesaris&allisoh* I'riig* (Uebersichtskarte zu) . 
Kelsey; Caesar1-? Gallia War* 
Froude; Caesar* A sketch* 
Official Survey of France* 
Kieert: Atlas Antiquus* 
The Tines "Atlas** 
Karmen: Despript* ad Caes* Bell. Gall* 
~Seferenee3 in figure, are to the Officiality of Prar.ee. In l o M numeral^ 
to abecrfeanyinr mars* 
I. THE. GALLIC WAR* 
fhe Campaign Against the Helvetii* 
I * 2 * The commentaries describe trie boundaries if Helvetii so -olainly 
that there can be no doubt about the location of t hat country» The Rhine 
formed its northern and eastern boundaries * the Rhone and Lake Leman (Geneva) 
Separated it from the Roman Province on the south, while the Jura mountains 
narked the separation from the territory of theSequani o n the west and 
northwest* It is included in the territory of mod ern Switzerland. The 
German territory was across the Rhjrne* 
I * 6* The route through the territory of the Sequani was a narrow and di 
difficult pass $ now known as Pas de I'Eoleuse betw e e n the Jura mountains ani 
and the Rhone* The route throu h the Roman Provin c e was comparatively easy 
but ne-je^«t!*tei fcrdig the Rhone River which was then, though it is ix>t now^ 
fordable in many places* There was a bridge aero ss the Rhone at Geneva 9 
a torn of the Allebrores nearest to the Helvetian territory( Dodge *p * 59; 
map 160). 
I > 8 f Caesar undertook to fottify the left ba nk of the Rhone between 
lake Geneva ani the Jura mountains* Napoleon and Dodge both say ( Dodge > r** 
63; Nat>* -D« 57) that this does not mean a continuous line of f o r t i f i c a t i o n s * 
The nature of the country is such that for much of the way i t forms an 
imoasiible barrier and no additional f ortifi cations swould be necessary. 
'•But there are five places where the banks on eith er side sic: e stiffi-* 
ently to allow them to be descended to the river a nd ascended on the other 
side* She -laces are opposite the modern villages of Aina > Cartigny* 
Avully* Chancy ard Colo ny (Map 160 )• It was a t these points that Caesar 
made his defences * This could easily be done bee ause of the natural ad-
vantage of the places ** Dodge says t h a t the a s s u motion that*nnrus fossafuej 
was a continuous line is untenable* 
I* 10* Thft route odf Caesar from Italy was ove r the road opened by Peim>c 
Pompey when he was in command of Soi*n# This was throu- h Ocelum (Ifeseau ) 
over Mt* Gei.evre to Bri antium ( Brianpon) * thene e to Cularo ( Grenoble) 
by Stabatio ( Chahotte ) or Le Lfomestier Hautes-A Ipes) , Duroctinum { Vil~ 
Jards-d'Arenne) >llelloseeum { Misoen or Bourg-dloysa ns 5 Isere) arid Cator is-K 
sium ( Bourg- d'Oysars or Chaource> Isere); thence the route lay to Lyon . 
a little above which PjJAcifc ̂ he#h© s e was crossed. 
(3) 
! » ' * # • T h e b a t t l e f i e l d wa3 ©ear E c d o m Toulon ( Mat> 136 ) and prob%ly 
(d#72 ) outlines the following route: 
ttThey followed across the mountains of Charol ais the Gaulish road, on 
thetrace of which was subsequently cinotructed th e Roman way from Lyon to 
Autun* res tires n which still exist; the latter followir^ the course cf the 
SaSne as far a s Bel3^ille where it rarted fron i t abruptly!* crossing- over 
the Gol d'Avenas * T?ro(Seedin,r through the valley of the Grosne to Gluny aixi 
-to 
continuii^ by Saint VillierA Autun* At Sain* Villi er they would q*it this rod 
and march towards the Loire to T̂ ass it at Eeei*e% ( Examine mt>s 159 5 148? 
137 > 136 } * 
Dedre also says that the Helvetii at mod rn Saint Villier had borne to 
the west towards t e valley of the Loire down whie h they -nro-osed to m rch 
and cross it at Deci ze# 
I* 219 22* Dodge f t>* 72 ) locates the camp o f the Helvetii not far from 
modern Toulon* Napoleon (o* 75 ) identifies the p lsce of encampment as near 
Issy-i*Even!que { Map I; 6 J on a tributary cf the Same at the foct of Mt* 
lauf 1 rin* Is^y-11 Evenique is about nine niles we st cf Toulon and is not troj 
far away to be called near Toulon* It is sufficie nt to follow Dodge and not 
tr: to name the exact location. 
It 23* Prom the best evidence it seems best t o locate Bibracte. not at 
Autun as scne do * "but at Mt* Beuvray about fcurtee n miles west ot Autun 
( Mai) 156 ). Mils is the opinion* at any rate, of Dodge, Naoeleon and Stoffell 
We quote the .following reaaarte from Dodge < «• 74 )i 
"Bibraote is apt to be located at Autun, b u t that it^ies Mt# Beuvyay 
13 xauoh r»re rrobable* The Gaul-, were wont to* pi aoe t.hel* towns on hills 
like Gergovia or Alesia; ©*> ±# on any plain, It w as surrounded by a, strean 
or a H a r s h , as Avarieum* B»«#.wotI14 aoaroely Jaav e loeated their c a p i t a l a n d ; 
largest cttty, * Bibract* , at t2b»*ft«4 oap̂ the B»tSata 
Several ancient readat*center on B*uvray and the hillotop is full Of 
ruiffl of a town* There is every indication that t his is the Bibracte of the 
Aedui*. 
In this Lodge is ir. e J E i r e agreement -with Nat) oleon, who gives the saae 
reasons for Ms eonclusic:: ( r>, 78 , 79 )• Frcude a n d Duruy concur i n this 
©pinion. Soeler aa%^owler say Autun. 
(4) 
two or three idles north of the town* on the road to Autun, near the tillage <f 
of Mont#ort» Prom Dodge we quote ( p* 75; ) 
* The battle-field a** ears to have been iden tified by Colonel Stofl el 
as" iiea* Toulon*. Also ( t>. 80 ) * 
• i 
*The location cf the battle-field has by some been placed at Cvissy la 
Calcnr.e * but that does not suit the tovo-ra-ohy of the Comr>entaries* Nar>o-
1 
1 eon III places it nearer Bibracte , but Stoffel's researches are the latest and 
most reliable** 
Kelsey has followed Stofiells orinion in his chart { #lanll ) cf the bat* 
tie-field* He locates the battle-field at the mo dern village of Llontfcrt * a^ 
short distance north of foulon* 
I , 26 , 27* The Commentaries sr y that the Helv etii fled into the territory 
cf the L m ones and that, after an interval of th ree days , Caesar began to fd 
follow thenu It dees not seem Possible to determi ne the exact rcute nor the 
exact Mace where the Kelvetiii rere erieamned awai ting CaesarVs arrival. It 
i s evident that he went into c m somewhere in the territory of the Lftx&ones > 
where he remained sorje time* The evidence at hand leafcs us to think that thim 
was in the region of modern Tonnerre which lies al most directly nortii of 
scene of the defeat of the Helvetii *and at a dista nee of seventy-five or 
eighty miles # (Examine Maps I?6 • 124 5 H I * 97 %>* According to Haolecn (*85> 
•the locality occcried by the Helvetii î> unknown, yet all circumstances 
3 - e L to concur in piaoirr the theater of thi» even t tin the western of the 
territory of the Linrones* This hypothesis a: ear s »ore reasonable, as fesraxaaj 
Caesar's inarch in the following c a m p a i g n can only be explained by supposing 
him to start from thist re ion* We admit, then , that Caeswr received the 
the submission of the Helvetii on the Armaneen low ards Tonnerre»# Dodf.e 
simply remarks f p * SlX^that Caesar intrenched his camp near Tonnere, and here| 
ho remained ««i*il near midsummer. Frcude Places t he so ne cf the surrender 
at Lar^res. We think the opinion of Dodge and Ha oleea should be followed. 
d a T m i g n 
(5) 
Canxpaini Againsr Ariovistus* 
I* 37 , 38* Caesar left the neighborhood of To nnerre ( Map 97 ) arri moved 
towards %he up^er Arar where Aricvistus lay. M Th ere was subsequently a 
Rdman a r 6 a d 
Soman road which le|(d from Tonnerre to Langres { Map 98 )• So that we may ft 
fairly assume that there was a t>revicus G|tr)\io P*t *L c* road a m it was this 6 
Caesar(took ® ( Dodge )* In locatir: this route D edge follows Napoleon 
( p* 94 )who mentions Tanlay ( Mar 97J, Gland (Ma p 97) , Laignes* ( Vav 97) 
and D̂ vgefe'oir ( Map 98)ar> being between Tonnerre a nd Lan r e s t He also mention 
that between Tanlay and Gland the Roman way is still called ^Route de 
C£sar * ( Mat; 97 )• 
Caesar w§s following trie rest direct route to the Rhine which led through 
Vesoul { Map 113 ) t Lure ( Mai 100 ) and Belfort ( May 100 ) *, On hearing , 
however ̂  that Ariovist̂ is was marchinn toward Veson tic ( Besanpon) he turned 
aside from his direat course so as to seise it b efcre Ariovistus could 
reach it • It is probable that he turned aside fr on his direct rout* in the 
nei hborhocd of bin-res { Dodge p* 8 6 : Nat* >. 94%)* 
Na oleon gives the relative : osition of Caes ar and A r t o v i s t u 3 when 
Caesar learned that Ariovis tus was already advan ced three days journey and 
was marohir^ to seize Vesontic* He says that Caes ar was at Aac- en-Barrlos 
(Ma 98 ) one-hundred-thirty kilometres from Bes angion and the distance jroim 
Besar^on to Ceroay is oifi-hunired-twent;-five kilo^metres { Nap* p. 95: Ma s 
97 ,98 )• 
Aro-eii-BarroiS is about, twenty, kilometres nor thwest of Largres* As ftQiti: 
neither Dodfe nor Napoleon mention an exact point of departure from trie direct 
road to the Rhine, we may consider that Na oleon1 s.statement * towards Arc-
en- Barrois* and Dedgels 'ne^r modern Lanrres® is a practical agreement* 
rxr is it of reat i m : ortance to ha re the. exaot Pi ace located* As to Caesar's 
route from near largres to Besan$eia> no one seems to have determined it* 
The location of Vesontio is 3 0 Mainly indiea tea by Caesar'^deserirtio: 
'that there can be no doubt of its being the moderm Besar^on. ®It was so welir 
... ** • • . * 
fortified by nature tifct it offered every facili"ty frr sustaining war* The 
Dubas (Doubs ) t forming a circle? surrounds it al most entirely, and the space: 
of 1600 feet wh|ch is not bathed by the water is o ecu led by a higjtmountain,£ 
the base of which reaches on each side to the edges of the river % .Those who 
have visited Besan^cn {Dodge p* 87: ,Na}-« t>. 95) s ay that this deecri tion is 
a p p l i c a b l e to the presfjtt town* 
(3) 
I* 4 3 * . Caesar did n o t travel " b y the most dire c t route for the reason thai 
the country wgs exceedingly rour,h and wooded and s uch would offer a rood o p -
pejptunity for |3aj^c#by to l a y a n aitibush* He mad e a detour of about fifty 
miles through a smoother country and returned t o t he direct road after i t 
emerged from the rough district* Dodge's statamen t ^ i v e 3 the situation admir* 
rably (P*?0)} 
•If Caesar woidd $o the direct road from Vesenfeie to the Rhine*he must 
cross the northern part of :he Ji/ra fort&hillas* T hat Dart which l a y alone? tfe 
the Dubas was extremely reu^h and i n Darts, a conti nucus defile, and much morec 
wooded airi dir fiault than now* But Jiivitiaeus n o i nted out t h a t by a northerly 
circuit y of which the Duba- would be the chord, ho could move in a comparative* 
ly o en country and reach the Ihine valley without Barker of ambush** This 
ro*te( Nap* x>• 100 ) followed the rresent road fro m Besar^en to Vesoul ( Mrd 
113 ) as far as Fencesiera • continues by V* l ler«ls -le-Bois f Map 114 ) * • ksss% 
a m Villersesel ( Map 114 } to Arcey ( 114 He re Caesar would come upon t H 
the direct roac| from Besan^on to the Rhine by Belf o r t { Ka l o o ) and Ceitoiy 
( Ma 100)* By tiis route the distance from Besan con to CeUjay ie ei hty-fivetr 
or ninety miles ( 140 kilometres ) and at at Caes arVs usual rate of marches ^ 
he must have traveled in seve$ days at leas^igJity-five or-ninetv miles * * 
and this would have carried him beyond Belf ort usu a l l y chosen aa t h e scene o fe. 
the battle anainst Arievistus { DGdge d* 91 ) to n ear Cernay* Goeler and ^ 
Frcude also have this same oi inion* •Rustow is i n error in selectin the u df 
uj i<er Saar as the theater for the a^hroaohiiir aamv aign® {Dodge p# 91 )* 
There i s a question about the mecinin- of the words •mlllium amplius -
quinqua^ ginta Girauita** Sone rmrJf to rake'then zrgto the whole distance 
traveled in seven days; others t h a t fifty miles m usrtbe added t o the direct 
distance* It seems mare siinplc • M rare i n harmrm y with the facts to consider 
f i f t y miles as the distance frfrm Began^on to the v oint where Caesar strikes "1̂ 1 
the direct road again* 
L# 4&% The l & l l mentioned here, has been identi fied b* Colonel Stcffel i 
( See Kelaly nfctes p # 28(3 ) with the Hll of Plett igpkps 71) an elevation o f ¥ 
oval shap#*twenty*«fdur Bibles 3oiithareBt c f Strassb urg (-Maps 7I> between the 4 
villager of Epfi£ ( Map 71. ) arri Damtaoh (Ma^ 71 ) » It rises in isolation 
more than a hundredsaixi seventy feet atove the sur rounding plain* This l o -
cation i s about forty Mies north of Cernay. Acco rdin to the Official S u r -
v e y 5 this hill has an.tlevatitn o f two hundred-tt/e nty feet and there are n o o t 
others in the immediate neighborhood* W o do tot h ave b e f o r e us Stoffelfs reas 
(7} 
reasons for Plaoin* the 3-dene of Interview 3 © f a r nejrth ( he doubtless has exit 
oeMerfc reasons for doiiv so) but he B u s t, it seem s to us > admit one of two t h 
thlcgs * ^ H U that Gaesar must have ma&f loiter marc hes durin the seven days 
after leading Vesontio than was his eustom, or th at he moved his camp 
nearer to Ariovistus sometime durinf the five days interval between the reeefit 
vln< of Ariovistus* legates and the interview* Bu t Caesar does not mention e 
durirg 
anythini anythin about movin his camp nearer to Ariovistus these five days 
though it isquite tossible t h a t he may have done so* I f we were to choose fefe 
between these alternatives w e should say that Caesar mast have moved his 
camp fait lie r north after receiving Areovistus1 leg ates*It is not sufficient 
that a hill has been found answering to the descr iPtien iven in the common 
targes* 
Podge does m % ^ a t 1 ^ ? | t to looatf t h e hill pre 0 * 3 el y* He says that the spy 
seven days usarch of Caesa* would have carried him beyond Be^lfcrt to near 
Cernay and tha% no lar e plain exists near Belfort , another rea^qn 0 5 .placid 
sc^ne farther, to the east t Dodge p+ 91 )* 
vHapolepEi a r i s e s t w i t c h Dodge in $ayin?that the»«t is to be found ̂ amon*- th*# 
£ura iaountaira m plain of any extent* H e further §ay^ ( p * 1121 that 
"tumulus* robably means a rounded knoll and suoh kn oils are found between the 
V e r g e s and the_Rtoi ,̂y,tlie;«lost rexaarkahle of the se knolls are sittiated* 
one near Peldkirch (J4̂ P 101) and the other betwee if/ittenheim and : B m i s & e i m 
ti Ma 1 0 3 1 ht Whence h e pose^kl^^ th& interview took place on o n e ot thrse*. 
tfcese Plaeeŝ aiie &|mtt #igfet ̂  t#n miles* pertheas. t of Cernay an& wv&& agreed 
witkDe^ge i » ^ 2 ^ qr^nion j^e l^ve the agreemei 
of G e e f e * * t|ow§ve*f 7w chooses as $Zm exact place pt interview an ewimnooe 
which rises on the left bank of the Aittle Doller to the north of t h e village 
cf Asi ach-l* -Bas ( Man lol )*^ this is a very she rt distance immediately scut 
o f Cernay* Napoleon obiects to this location, s a y in that this eminence 0 0 m 
comes nearer to the meanirg o f f o ^ l l i s 1 than of ft UBialusV* Nor i s this eleva* 
vation in the .plain* It is separated fro•: the hill s situated to the soutij/by a 
brook and the Plain berins only fron its northern slope* 
On the whole it **.em l#eŝ  te agfee with Dedg e and Napoleon in Placing 
the interview neat Cernay* Perhaps Napoleon i s ri ht in his choie* of the e^* 
act Mil/where the interview took p%ko& but here ar ain it seems hardto do *p^*j 
more than fini a re ion which has the nesessary ee nditions and not try to f i i i 
the exact location* It seems to us t h a t Caesar wo uld have mentioned the fact 
that he changed his camp h a d h e done so , and the U ' h Sta^fel iflay have found £ 
1 8 ) . 
2,54* Podfce su -est?? that *h* place of winte r cpaasiters was likely 
eriou h near Vesontio* 
a hill v;hich fills the necessary requirements , wit hout some ether evidence he 
would have* hard work to establish a 'location 3 © fay north. This o inion "111 
be; blearer from a study of the rerarKI wMoIf^lllo^w ©If the place irtiiii the 
battle, lipwk •oiace* 
^49*f dfc«3«#J#: oaafc'- is located by Stiff el be tween Gema*-and ^theim ( 
f1 Wop #beu$ thlMy-feix miles ' glut tares t ef1 St*a ssburR. Arlewiotnaf* seeordp 
caipp*e*baiQ|y lay1 :§M the lovr s-ntirs of the Ves^es m otihtains wMch* rise fron thl 
lii> Wl:ii-itJ^^t';'l^^fs%h#im» in transferring his fere^s thither* Ariovistus was f 
prtfteete* freta »1KaaJrby the low elevations ani # idfe<fe behind wldefe* thrfy 
couldmareJ* t ̂ Iseyl notes p« 887; alsiTTlan III P*tO ) • 
; Steffel a; ree in plaoinp the eoermtijens narrated in this 
i w f i * l # t t | f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y , , south than Stoffel 1^ is , n e e e s 3 a r y for the -place 
b 1 ^ :1t#>t|p^<t n e l r m ^ ^ c h of the pla oe< of the interview^ 
^|» ff. 0ourse > Steffi .plaeeg the operations near f twelve miles) to the 
interview while Dodqe am Naoeleon out them in th e neighbor hceh»ef Ce*ray» 
tltot is »if we assume that Caesar'3 army did net m ev» since the time o£ 
the interview* If i t did > Caesar makes no recore of it • Napoleon 
explains the movements as fellows ani Dodge agrees > only he describes them 
with less detail (Nap* P* 105: Dodge p» 92 It 
"The German camp •was at the foot of the Vosge s » a t a distance of sixirw 
thousand paces from that of Caesar which was be**© en Soultz ana J*eld*$¥*fc 
\ Map 101 ) not far from the Lauoh. Next day thay crossed the Thur near its 
eenfluence with the "111 and Little Boiler, and onl y halted at lleininfen 
( Map 101) after having rone two rales beyond the Reman &Mmp*9 
xne deto\ir of the Germans is thus 3hewn tc be to the east of Caesar *s 
eamp« Siof: els explanation of the movement takes them around to the west 
of his camp alonr tho feet hills of the Jura mount ains. 
(9) 
S p r i t e » 57 tr. G , 
The country occupied "by the Belgae > accordin tc the Soi-aiertaries * 
Incltided the territory hetween the Rhine and the 0 oean apd liotth of the 
fc&trom (Larre > arrl S.nuana f Seine It 13 th e ten itoy of what is 
now northern Frane© an# B«lgii»* , She ©ealitioa e xtended over all the 
trices in this area* 
Hip 2« The army Of the Bolgae was encamped in a recion north of the 
AxSril ( Ai3ne ) liver* Caesar joined his army -or© fcahly at Ves^tio. ( $#dg«: 
Na-neleon: Kel3©yj* 
From Vesontio he would B C 3 t likely follow the n ar.e road over which he had 
inarched on his way to meet Ariovistus. He would pass throur Langres 
( Map 9S T> thence proceed by Ba^-sur-Aube f M a p 83 ) to Vitry-le-Francois (Md 
( Map 68 )• The distance is one hundred-forty-fiv e miles and it tork him *fef 
fifteen days to accom- lish it. The route is laid down on the asgxaiapt̂ oA 
of an* old Gallic road between these joints ( Dodge p. 102 )* This route 
ik also marked out by Kapoleon who adds in a fortn ote {p© 116} ; 
In drivin out the Helvet-i Caesar did a doub le service. He not only 
warded Off a .e^sible danger to the Reman Province but he saved the Gauls 
li«n a daegescus-oneny© The Gauls recognised thi 3 a rift nor only thanked 0a< 
Caesar ̂for his services "but invoked his aid to drx ve out the horde of Go r 2 2 * 1 3 
whovumer the leadership of Arievistus , were stri vlri* to ^ain a-foot-hcld 
in the country. No sooner had Caesar defeated the Ger**pS than the Belgae 
awoke to the realization of their darker from C*es'a£* and attSnoted tcjtorm 
an alliance strong er;ou< h to resist his aggression 3 * They foamed that if 
Cae^ir gflaeul& ŝ aoreeed in subduii*? Gaul (Gallia Gel tica) he would lead his 
army ag^ir^H then also. But at the close of the Gaisrnaî n af ainst 
knie^istm # Ggoiarf vm& >*actica?,ly w*<He* of Gallia Ooltiea. His authority 
indee^doosv not la&pea* te have been *ery strer^--> he *f±#61e' re^o than an 
*Xly+~ still ha had:i2if3iu«ix)e and r̂ ower strffieiOBt to * rale him m a s t e r 'tt 
the country* 
I h e a a o o a p a a y i i i P u E i a ^ . I d h e - w t territory . v or w l i c h 0 * © 3 a * / b e s a i d to 
Iteve- beea em te* at the close 6t. hi3 first s u a s i o n s aai^aiga. 
(10) 
•Thin route , th© most direct from Besar^on to the territory o f the 
'Semi is still narked by the numerous vestiges of t he Roman road which 
joined Vosontio with DurOctcsum ( Bosar^on with Re ims } n* 
In mfcir.r this ,iourney G a M M would t>as-, thro urh the territory of 
the Lingeries and Senoiies and arrive on the border of the territory of the 
Remi , who immediately sent legates a m sued for hi s friemship* 
II j 5* Caesar crossed the farthest r»art of th e territory of the Remi 
a m awaited the attack of t h e Belrae* His route 1 ay across the IFATRCM 
{ Marne) through Duroeterum ( Reins ) , { Kar 34 })a ni tie the Axona (Aisne } af 
at Beery-au-Bac ( IFEV 34) *(See Dodge p. IC4; NAV. rull8; KHSey, nofies R>* 297), 
C*esar crossed the Axona and went into oamr>. This camp lay north of the 
river on a hill between the river ani a lew marshy, brock now calle the 
Kiettg. Remains of the eamr still exist ( Dddge r> # 105; Natu tu 119 )• 
II, 6* The location of Bibrax is certainly t he mountain Vieux-Lacn* 
It is situated einht miles from the Bo man camp ani of such a share a s to 
accord with the description of the movement mentio ned in the text ( Dodge 
106; Hap. i * 120 }* 
II f 12* Noviodunum* modern Scissors % is twentyr-four miles down the 
Axona River from Berry-au-Bao# Caesar1s route lay alcr*? the south side of 
the river {Kar> r3; Dolre R.* 110; Nap* t. 125; Kels ey V* -*04 U 
II f I3# Bratusrantium is identified a-, modern Breteuil (Kar 21 )• 
Boauvais { Mar> 32 ) is als* stiggested $ but s e e m s leŝ , rrobable ( Pod^e • 112)* 
Beauvais is almost direotly west 4^ Soissoins. Br eteuil is ndrthwest of Sols" 
sidz© a m due north of Boauvais. Kelsf y in the no tes tr his Caesar 5 ^marks 
that Bratus:-antium was ap« ar^ntly a fortified lac e of refuse, occupied 
only in time cf danger * and he quotes as authority , Desjardins > Geog. de la 
Gaule Rom. > Vol. II > y. 451. Na oloen also ado t s Breteuil as the most 
probable situation. 
lit 16. Prom Breteuil Caesar marched ncrtheas terly to the territory 
0 
of the Nervil. The lace where the Nervii colleote a their women ani c 
children, is sui i osed to be Hons (Ma 9 ) which answers admirably to the 
description of the Commentaries ( lodre p, 113; Na- • 28 > note)- Kelsey 
(II) 
III Ttj& Bantuates , the Varagri and the Seduni held the eourrtry better, 
the territory of the All^oges , Lake leman aid the suaimit of the Alps* 
The road which Galba wai to oven was one t>f t he most available routes 
between Ciaalrlne fcramal: ine 'Gaul* It ran fr cm Milan via the Sim Ion 
tJaat possibly the sot here referred tc was I n the rarshy country 
about Tlâ in ̂ IMa^ 9 \ on the south bank of the, Sa mbre , some miles porthest 
©f Bautment (II *I6 ,22 )* 
In the th^ee days ma?ch Caesar ..had reached a point near modern Bavay 
{Ma 9) net far from the Sambre, on v/hich river 5 ten miles away, the allien 
trocvsv/ei^ aw^itinr the Roman army at a lace nea r modern Maubeune ( V&: 9)* 
II > I8» The s ite here describei lie-, or: the ri ver Sambre 9 in Prance, 
near the Belgian frontier * about three miles southwest of Maubeu-.-e* 
Caesar*s camt> was on the north side of the stream on a hill at Neuf-Mesnil*, 
The enemy were 6n the south side on a worked hill at Haufcmont (Map Dodpe 
p. I: 0; Kelsey lit 18* 17 who quotes Na-oleon aiii Geeg* de la.Gaule ReirwjVol. 
II, p-p* 6 of: 6 J« 
II, 229* Jfhe site of t%e town mentioned here, cut net named , was in the 
argle made by the Sabis and the Mosa ( Meuse ) o P osite •amur# To reach this 
place Caesar marched down the Sambre River* All o 1 our authorities agree 
©n tiiis site* 
II*„34# Caesar rives lis the insult o-' Cras^us 1 Cam aign but nc exlamti|fc 
ticn of any of the fciovements. The countries menti ched lay alone* the north-
As 
western coast of Prince* Al ITmkt̂ Jk Caesar's next cam ai-n was directed agaii-st 
these samef tribes, wr clin hardlt believe that their subjection was more tha 
fcOXlCfcfii* 
I, 55. The exact location of the winter qua rters; does not seem to be 
known* CaesarVs st8tte:.:ent -is thrit the le ions were led intfc winter quarters 
amor# theCarnutei > the Aides and the Turones. Dbd«e says that the winter quar-
ters were alcrfr the Loire between" Orleans arri A ̂  ers. 
The Subjection:of the Hantuates * t h# Veragri 
ami the Seduni by Galba» 
*$±.%^$v**%.M?.i!$% Barnard v a 3 s to the Rhine valle y (Do^ge t>.I28; Hap. p. I 4 a > 
Oot«dui<o|| » %be modern l&jrtigny., was situatex in the Rao ne valley. 
N^i-ole^jr^nt^f n§£.that it,.is »ituate4 in. a. little vlain at the bottom of a 
glen surrounded by hi«h mountains anri was divided by the river Durance. 
Ill, 6. Galba , by this victory, added the ter ritory of Hantuates , the 
Veragri a:d the Seduni to the Roman territory. 
If we were t© follow Caesar's account strictiyj wo 3ho.uld believe that 
the whole cf <GaA§l was qot-rletely under M i power fat the c-lose -of the seccnd 
suiiBer'g lHpamtaign. But we are inclined to take his statements in this 1 artici 
ular with some reservation, for he seems to claim more than his own statement 
of facts warrant. To be sure , he had received the -submission of the Rem! and 
had defeated the allied tribes of the re-,t of the Belgae at the Battle cf 
the Axona* TheSues si ones had surrendered, the B ell ova ei had gi-••en hostages 
as a pledge cf future -ccd behavior and the Ambian i had brou ht in their sub-
mission* Caesar had next turned his attention to the Hervii . who, allied with* 
the At.trebates a n d the ViroLiardui , almost -.ucceede d i n defeating Caesr.r's 
forces in the Battle of the J^bis* T h e Adunfcoai v.whc w e r e er.reojgs I to .join 
the f/ervii , were terribly defeated and their fortified or iduia was eafctured. 
Galba had made the road across the A I s s^e for merchants and travelers and 
annexed the country of the, Nantuatea , the Veragri ani the Seduni to Roman 
territory. But the eon quests of Crassu3 alora- the northwestern coast can 
have been co^ua^ta J .n little more than name. Had these tribes been com-. 
letely subjected they cou^d not have raised such a formidable rebellion 
the jaext summer-*- an u risin< which taxed Caesar's strength tc the utmost 
to >ut #own* She atfonf tribes,of the liana-ii and licrini had not handed in 
their allegiance Besides there, were* the tribes in the. south aid. southwest 
of Gaul waa had never ^rnali-y recc^nij^d Caesar as their master. It is rob-
abla that they had n©4t, yet realized-,.the .darker from Caeier's presence in 
Gaul, and, if nr t allies in name, were at this time at least, friendly 
towards him. The whole country at the close of tie secondttumer's cam aign 
was , without doubt, quiet and in this sense Caesar's "omni Gallia }acata* id trj 
true, but it seers difficult » sin,the absence of:. mere specific information, 
to determine over .ixtst how much territory Caesar was in actual fact master. 
lfep II indicates the territory that had passed under fcoman rule at the 
close of the cam'aim of the summer of 57 B.G. The intention has been to 
(13) 
•̂ r-olude as conquered, not onl; the territory of the tribes whom Caesar sxibdued 
!>y force of^ari^ but also tiaat of tribes who seemed to have come under his 
power by allianee or some P e a c e f u l emethod. 
ievilt of the VejietS aid Allied Tribes. 
The Veneti headed the revolt and had for their allies (III»9») the 
Osisiai, the le::ovii . the Namnetes 5 the Ambiliati $\be Morinif the Diablintes 
and the Menapii. Besides these t,he Venelli were at the head of ajstreng fact* 
tion and had associated wiih thosselves the Aulerci 7 the Lexovii ard 
E bur o vices (lilt 18 )+ The uprising included alia ost all, i f not all, the 
tribes $ 2 o n r theooast between the liirer ani the S caldis ( Sfĉ eldt )m It 
seenB altogether probable that the neighbor in* tri bes rave su * ort to this in 
surrection even if they were not actively ennaned in it. 
Ma^ III shows the aiaount of territory which h ad revolted and also that 
w^loh yet remained unconquered in the s rir^ of 55 B* C* 
III 7. The exact place of Cras^us* or.mp is nr t known. It.was Probably 
in the vallev of the Loire. Caesar says that it w as aiaon̂  the Andes. 
Ill » 9* The loeationof Venetia is su-rested t o be •robably in the est-
uary of the Auray River which discharges into the B f T of Quthercn {; Dodge 
p. I: 2 5 Nat>« P« 147: Mats 103 89>« 
III, II* Caesar divided his arny and P l a c e d t he divisions' so a-, tc 
control practically the whole country. Labienus w ith a rart of the cavalry, 
w s sent to the Treviri near the Rhine with ordres to visit the Rem! arr. 
the re-,t of the Bel ic tribes, to held the:, in th eir alle< iaice ani to 
o'- ose the passage of the Rhine by the Germans• C rassus -••as sent toN^ 
A quitania to preserve ou^et and tc prevent Aouita rdan sun ort of the 
Vemetan insurrection* litMj-j.ua Sabinus wa-, statio ned a. rng the Venelli and 
other tribes alonr the coast of modern Hormamy { Dodge n. 184 ) fcr a simi-
ilar purpose. Decimus Brutus w a 3 placed in command of he fleet made up 
of Gallic boats which the Piotones , Santcnes ani o ther tribes had collected 
for Caesar and cf seme galleys brought :rom the Me diterranean. *Caesar*3 
eight le' ions at the ©reniiv of the Campaign -were thus distributed: north e 
the Lierj three leriora; ih Aquitania , one le-ien : a legion on the fleet; 
two lerirrr, a m ei ht cohorts with Caesar. Galba had ,no dcubt, rejoined 
JFfeia his winter quarters amon the Allobreges» C aesar nrobably rendezvoused 
in the vloinity Rantes ( Map 117) not far from the mouth of the Loire and 
thenoe ores • d t-J*% Vilainen{Dodge sjte'134: see also ; Hap. p. 149 
Seeler , in M s ma^ * makes Alters the >*int from which Caesar sent out 
the several divisions of M s army. It i s certain that the point of sepaamti^iJ 
was in the vicinity of An ers but whether Andres w as he exact point is no* 
certain* 
III % 14. Authorities arree in p l a c i n the soon e of this naval ecngarement 
off the h*£- hts of St* Gildas . just north of the m outh of the Vilaine River, 
on tie east side of the Bay of Guiberon* Caesa*gs army was encarme4 on the d 
hei hts from wMch they viewed the contest ( Map I 031* 
III t 16* the overwhelm^!*- defeat of the Venet i ended he war and brourht 
ae&iii under subjection all the tribes alo nr the n ortimestern coast* 
Sabinus Among the Venelli. 
Ill, 17. * Sabinus s t a r t e d from the vicinity of Ar^ers 9 ma relied north ammm 
encamped amdî g the Venelli. Hapoleon and jjodf e a gree in sayin that the 
remains of a cap some four B a l e s east of Avranohe s (&ar> 61) , known as Carrr ^ 
dk Ghastellier, indicate the r.pobable location of S abinus* camp* It i s pos^i~ 
l>^le that the remains maŷ be those of a later camn % but it was ncrfe xmcomion 
to pitch new camvs on old locations| Dodre 140; Hap* ).I56)« Cooler arre 
with this location* 
Ills 19* Caesa*vs defeat of the Veneti arri Sa binus* defeat of the 
^eaeili occurred abo*?t the same timf?* fMs ooinci dence . no doubt, hastened tj 
th% submission of,the tribes, ^eylali sued for p eace at crice. She 
coalition quiokly broke ut> and the fickle winded G auls lest .dl ho>*».> The 
M&ixtepiM and K6|«ni withdrew to the seourety of th eir ff*este 4 ^ 
and afoided acknowledging allen|&X3eei to Caesar. 
Grass us in A^w»lTtAnia. 
Ill, 20. Ckiesar*s statement here,that A^uitan ia formed the third part 
of gaul in the extent of t e r r i t o r y and population is not tru»# His ̂ former si 
statement ( Book I) is that it was one of three parts of Gaul and that the 
northern boundary was the ̂ |arumtf*A River, The contradiction is evident. 
Crassus recruited his forces fromTolosa, Carcaso anfl Narbo in the s 
southwest Province. The tribes inmedi^taly north of the Gar u >n n<MGa* 
ronne ) must have been friendly ano undoubtedly furnished aid/ 
"£he Sotiates wess first attacked and defeated. The territory of 
this tribe lay along the left bank of the Gar^mMRiver. 
TTT, 21. The oppidum of the Sotiates has been identified by some as 
Lectour { Map 2T7 ) t by others as $os. Dodge merely mentions both without 
stating his preference. Napoleon and Goeler and Kelsey say $os/ £os was 
a station on the road between Tolosa and Rurdigola ( Heal-Encyclopaedie 
xter Clasoischen Alterthumswissenschaft, Vol. IT ). This town fell into 
the hands of Crassus ?nd the Sotiates gave up at once. 
TIT, 21. The Vofcates were along the left bank of the Gar<m*a below 
*he Sotiates. The T?arusates held territory on the Aturis (Adour) south 
of the Sotiates^ 
TIT, 27. As a result of this victory of Crassus almost all the tribeS 
of Aquitania acknowledged Roman authority and desired peace. 
Caesar's Campaign Against the Menappii 
and Morini . 
TIT, 28. jghe Morini and the Menappii inhabited a wooded and marshy 
country along the northern coast of Gaul4 The Morini held the territory 
north of the Lys River. The Menappii held the territory between thfi Mosa 
(Meuse) and the Scaldis (Scheldt). Ceresar acknowledges here that they had 
never submitted to him. Because of the forests and swamps Caesarfailed to 
reach them and had to withdraw without an engagement. 
TIT, 29. The army was put in winter quarters among the Aulerci, the 
Lexovii and other peoples recently vanquished. The army lay between the 
Seine and the Loire. 
At the close of the third summerfs work Caesar was master of all Gaul 
Only t h e Menappii and Morini had succeeded in escaping him and these were 
sufficiently injured t o prevent them from spreading mischief, Caesar had 
conquered Gaul; the difficulty was t o keep it conquered. 
For the results of the work of the third suiamer see map T V . 
Operations on theRhine/ 
Spring of 55 B. C. 
probably 
IVU T , The place of crossing wa:^near modern Cleves and Xanten. Dodge 
and Napoleon both adopt this opinion. Dodge says (P, T5T): tt The left 
bank from Xanten down is a eht.in of heights some thirty miles long, at the 
f&ot of which the river used to flow. Two gaps pierce these heights, at 
Xanten and near Cleves. That these passes were used by the Germans ?n 
their incursions #a s hown by their having been fofciified by the Romans 
after the conquest. The Usipetes and "|"enchtheri had moved forward nearly 
to the Mosa (Meuse)". (See map V ) . 
TV, 6. The place of calling tne tribes together was near Samarobria 
(Aliens) and Caesar is supposed to have rendezvoused in the vicinity of 
this place (Map $2J and thence marched to Cambr&ii(Map 13} Charleroi, 
X$ngres and Maestricht. This would have been his most natural rou£e (Dodge 
* • 
p/ T52; Nap/ p # 168. por illustrations see accompanying map V) t
J V j T J t Caesar proceeded across the Meuse, past modem Venloo until 
h e came witfcin twelve miles of of the S f c K a i i e n enemy. This *ould have ^ 
brought him near Strallen (Dodge p. 153; Nap. p. 170). The Usipetes and li 
the^enchtheri were on the levels near Goch on the Niers River and this 
river probably is meant as the place to which Caesar move^ for the purpose 
of getting water. Here was the place*where the Germans attacked Caesars 
cavalry, (See map V) * 
IV, T5« The scene of the German defeat was tha narrow strip o f land 
between the Rhine ana the Meuse. This Caesar says plainly. 
We copy the following paragraph from Dodge (p. T55) on this campaign! 
"The whole campaign lacks clearnes in the Commentaries. Florus 
confuses it still more by placing the defeat of the Usipetes and^nchtheri 
in the confluence of the Moselle and the Rhine, and Dion Cassius by stating 
that Caesar reached them among the Treviri . This latter has been the t-heo-
theory of many who in compiling their data, stray u n w a n t e d from th6 Com-
( T 7 ) 
mentaries. The country of the Moselle-Rhine region has no traces of an-
cient roans, and covild scarcely have suppor•ed these tribea. To conduct 
his marches on the theory that he reached the enemy there^Caesar would 
have been led through the Forest of Ardennes, a fact which he does not 
mention, as he most likely would have aone. It looks moreprobable that 
the situation was as desc.^^eu, and that on learning of Carsar#s approach, 
the Usipetes and "J"enchtheri withdrew their foragers and retired toward 
their base among the Menapp i. To cross tne Rhine neaV the Moselle would 
have led them among their enemies, the Ubii* To make them heau thfct way 
is an improbable assumption". Napoleon sets forth the ;e sam£ seasons at 
length in his note (p.. 167) and his conclusion is the S9^e as T*>d e gives. 
(See map V) # 
Caesar Crosses the Rhine, 
IV, 17, The location of the bridge has been much in dispute. Some 
think modern Coblenz should be chosen, others select Ponn and still others 
Cologne. The advocates of Coblenz are those who place the defeat of the 
Usipetes and "J"enehtheri at the confluence of the Moselle and the Rhine. 
Nap^l-an and Dodge both adopt Bonn as the most probable site, Their rea-
sons are , briefly, as follows: 
Caesar was near the territory of the Sugamlri; Coblentz was far 
above. 
Two years later Caesar crossed the Rhine * a little above2 the 
present bridge and the line of inarch described deB-irlbed from he Rhine 
west make Bonn more probable than eithc * Coblenz or Cologne. 
At Bonn the river bed is well suited for piles; south of Ponn it is n 
not. 
Fifty years later Drusus crossed at this same placs to attack the 
Sugamtii • He would have profited by Caesar* s experience (Dodge p, 159; Nfc 
Nap, p. 173), (Map V), 
Kelsey (note to p. 126,1, 16) says: "Though the exact spot can not be 
determined, there are good reasons for supposing that Caesar1s bridge was 
built snme~h;'~: between Bonn and Coblenz. The average depth of the Rhine 
there is from fourteen to sixteen feet, the width from fifteen hundred 
to sixteen hundred feet*. (Kampen: Descriptt ionflsTab. 6). 
no 
By driving back the Gei'mans Caesar did more than defend the territory 
His invasion acrosMi- thg Rhine was fruitless. 
he had already acquired, 
(18) 
TV, 23I The cavalry embarked at a point north of Portus Ttius. 
Ambleteuse is suggested as the place(Map 3; also map V). 
W We copy from Dodge a descript5on of the coast of Britain! 
"Tn Caesar's day the sea came so close to the cliffs that a dart 
thrown from the top would reach the tide-covered beach; but by 950 A. D. 
the old port had been quite blocked up by alluviufe, In sailing farther 
up the coast he doubled the promontory, no doubt South Foreland, and stopftzd 
at Deal (Map T ). 
IV, 36 # This invasion of Britain accomplished very little for 
to 
Caesar. As soon as he returned £x&m Gaul his authority in Britain ceased. 
Although he was victorious ovef a few tribes and although they formally 
treated for peace;he was unable to compel! the observance of the treaty nor 
to punish the tribes for non-compliance. Only two of th- tribes sent 
hostages as demanded (Chap. 38) # Caesar added no territory by his first 
invasion of Britain. 
TV, W « The fact that the Morini were so ready to take advantage of 
Caesar'8 weak position shows how lightly they regarded tMeir former sub-
He went ostensibly to aid the Ubii an" punish the Sugambfi for not giving 
up the fugitive cavalry. He failed to be of any aid to the Ubî * and he 
did not succeed tn bringing on an engagement withthe Sugambif. No terri-
tory was added. 
The first Invasion of Britain. 
TV, 21 1 Caesar brought his a rmy to the territory of the Morini, for 
this was the nearest to the coast Britain. The harbor chosen fofr the 
embarkation was Portus Ttius which was probably the site of modern Bou~ 
lognefMar 3lf/lso map V) % 
TV, 22. The /|f|orini forjrvivily made submission to Caecsar. Tt does a-
not seem tna* the whole tribe submitted, however, for Caesar speaks in 
this same chapter of sending two of his lieutenkants against the cantons 
Wafrfrthafl- ihheygt-nnklagaanfeagQNof aagofeBetppdgtitiuiibtyttopattacko (chap ? a ? ) a 
small part of Caesar's army on the return from Ptitain where it was 
compelled to land apart from the main b*dy. 
(I9> 
mission. However, Caesarfs defeat of them in this engagement seems to h?ve 
been decisive. 
Caesarfs lieutenj|ants were unable to bring the Menappii to an engage-
ment. They used their favorite tactics of retiring into the swamps and 
forests out of reach of the Romans. Again they avoided surrender. 
We are not able to decide more definitely upon the location of Cae-
sars army during the winter of 54-55 B. C. than is given in the Com-
mentaries. This is, that the army wintered among the Belgae. 
As far as adding conquered territory was concerned +he work of the 
summer of 55 B. C. was wholly barren of results, unless we except the 
territory of the Morini. The campaign into Germany and t h a t into Britain 
had added no territory. The map, remains the same as at the close of^56 
B . C (Map TV). 
Second Campaign to Britain. 
Sumner f 54 B.C. 
V, 2. Portus Ttius probably occupied the site of Modern Boulogne. 
V. 8. The landing was j H * n t a t i > ^ ;nade cA *.2U place : . which Caesar 
had observed to be suitable when he yisiteu the Island the previous summer 
(Map V| # 
V. 9) Caesar marched inland about twelve. * n i l e r * Tne stream mention 
ihe Liitlt 
ed in this chapter is probablyAStout? and Caesar reached it near Kingston 
or Littlebourne(Dodge 182; Nap. P. 225) # Napoleon.after giving argument 
which seems to us conclusive that >the Little Stouif is the stream meant, 
goes on to. say that there is a question whether, Ceasar reached t>e Little 
Sfceuy lowards Parham and Kingston or towards Littlebourne. His opinion 
based upon the,topogaaphy of the region is that, the country of Parham and 
Kingstoi^est agrees with the requirements of the text. He mentions the 
fact that some authors, and among them General Goeler, maĵ g the scene of 
the engagement the Grea t Stouif. But as the text states that the engage-
ment was not serious and that Caesar's cavalry crossed the stream without 
difficulty, the objection to the Great Stou# seems justified. Fo* the 
eavalry coAld not have thus crossed t e Gr eat Stoulr. Besides the Great 
(20) 
Stoiaf is fifteen miles from Deal, whilA t*« Little £touy is twelve miles 
as the text requires. 
Dod£;e bĉ ys that the locality of the Briton?.1 fortified cam£ cannot 
be identifier nor are most of tne places settled beyond dispute, but some 
of them may be considered as practically determined, 
V* IT. " 7 ^ a m e s i s * s t n e modern Thames. The territory of Cassivella$ta*S 
lay abott eighty miles up from the sea (Dodge p # 183; Nap. p # 228), 
V, 18, Caesarfs advance on GasBivellaunus was via Maidstone and Ŵ s-
terham (Dodge p t 185; Nap, p, 231), The place chosen by Caesar to cross 
the Thames was 1 etween Kingston zxit Brenford, Dodge says tnere were 
several fordable places; Napoleon says there was only one. Napoleon! 
note(pt 231) concerning the location of the ford is interesting. After 
speaking of the futility of attempting to tra«e Caesarfs route exactly, 
he says: 
•It is no more possible to ascertain the exact place v.here Csasar 
crossea th^Thames. We are convinced of tnis by the researches of all 
kinds made by the officers of St off el anc Hamelin. The boatmen of the 
Thames all assured them tnau u ; f .^vl Snsppertcn and London there are no^ 
reclaimed eight or nine placea fordable; The most favorable is that of 
Suntjjry, At Kingston where General De Goeler placed the passage, nothing 
leads us to suppose a ford ever existed. The same thing must be said of 
Conway Stakes, At Halliford, in spite of the termination of the w o s d^the 
inhabitants have no mmicmt tradition of a £sx& an ancient ford. The 
only thing which appears evident to us is that the Roman army did net pass 
below ledaington. We know that this vilxage, the name of which comes from 
Tide-end-town, makes the last point the Thames where the tide is felt/ 
We cannot believe that Cassar would expose himselfto be surprised during 
his passage by an increase in the volume of water", 
Kelsey in his note to page 148 1. 7 says: 
"Till a century ago there were some remains of some very ancient 
stakes in tne Tnamfcs, near Walton Bridge. Bede, a writer of the earlier 
part ofthe eighth century, thus speaks of them as the stakes set to oppose 
Caesarfs progress(Hist# Kceles. 1,8): 
fquaerum vestigia sudium (Driven"by Cassivellaunusj- ibidem usque-
hodie visuntur, et videtur inspectantibus, quod singulae earum ad modum 
(21) 
humanis femGris grossae et circu>nfusae plumbo immobilite- erant in 
profundum fluminis infixae 1. 
Most or tnose \:ho have studied the matter, however, reject this ex-
planation and consider the stakes the relic of an old fishing weir". 
We can do little more than present the sever 1 opinions about the 
matter, Perna^ *Le best conclusion to be drawn is that there is no possi-
bility o£ settling the matter definitely. We have rj,,-. at ctd Poage's map 
(Map V) which indicates as well as any, perhaps, the probable route Cae-
sar followed and the location of places. (See also Kampen: Rescript. Tab.ft) 
V, 20, The tri>es which submitted covered substantially the entire 
southeastern section of Britain, 
V, 21. The oppidum ofCassivellaunus was built probably at modern 
St/ Albans. 
V, 23. The army io carried back to Gaul. 
The second invasion was almost as fruitless as the first. It is true 
that Caesar had landed on the island, had been victorious in all the battles 
he had fought, and had marched inland at least eighty miles. The tribes in 
the southwestern part of Britain had sued for peace and given hostages dS 
a pledge for their continued allegiance and they had been .laid under 
tribute. Still^Caesar1s authority was very shadowjhor was he in a position 
to hold what he had conquered. The result of the work of the summer of 54 
B.C. is indicated in map TV. The territory of southwestern Britain is 
marked as conquered although the submission was not very complete nor 
lasting. 
Winter Quarters, Winter, 54-53 B, C. 
The legion under Fabius was located among tne Morini at St. Pol 
(Map 7);The one under Q. Cicero, among tre Nervii between the Scaldis and 
theSabis Rivers; probably at Charleroi (Map 9). One legion under Roscius w 
was placed among the Bsuvii in southern Normandy near Seez (Map 63). hah* 
Labienus with one was located among the Remi, near the Treveri, very likely 
at Lavacherie. Crassus, PlOmeus and Trebonius , with three legions occupied 
Belgium,* betweenAScaldis and the Isara Rivers,' Trebonius at Amiens IMap 
12), Crassus among the BeliovaciA*Map 21) twenty-five miles from Amiens 
(23") 
Insurrection uHnder AmbioYix. 
Winter 54-53 B.C. 
n~ 
o 
The insurrection began among the Eburones with Ambiorix as the pri 
cipal leader. But Tdutiomarus, a chief of the T r e v i r i , w a s t h o u g h t t 
have been the prime mover though it does not appear that he took an active 
part in carrying out the plans. After the destruction of Sabinus and 
Gotta and their commahd at Aduatuca JL, a large number of ttoibes joined the 
uprising! the most important of which were the Nervii and Aduatuci. 
There were many others who ranked as dependents of these more powerful 
tribasf^the Grudii, tne Levaci, the Pleumoxii and the Geidumni . (See map 
VII ). 
V, 26, That the Aduatuca of the Commentaries was 77©ngres is consid-
ered well proven. The topography and all the requirements of distances 
made by the Commentaries suitr this place (Dodge p, 193; Nap. p.244), 
V, ^2. The place of ambush was the defile fchaengh of Lowaige where 
the Geer River flows between two rxxskx hills (Dodge p, 195; Nap, p, 248), 
V, Cicero1s winter quarters were at the location of modern 
Charleroi probably. 
V, 46, Caesar was at Samarobri/a, Crassus was at Montjdier and 
Fabius at St/ Pol, The legion of Trebonius was at once headed for the re-
lief of Cicero and Crassus 
and Plancis near the confluence of the Osib and the Aisne. The new 
legion last *aisea on the Po and five cohorts under Sabinus and C \.ere 
placed near tne Meuse, amw.g the Eburones, tfce country governed by AmMo-
rix and Cativolus at Aduatuca ( T o n g u e s ) . The bulk of the legions were thus 
in the northwest section of Gaul, The exact locations^ 6f course, not 
certain, ^he only ones which are determined are Samobritfa (Amiens) and 
Aduatuca (Tongres), The others are set down accordii^p i c i topographical 
feature^r the subsequent establishment oi Roman oppida, or camps, sug-
gest the probable earlier locations and are approximately correct (Bodge 
p. T9I). In making these locations Dodge agrees in every particular with 
Napoleon (Nap, pp # 243, 244), The accompanying map will show these loca* 
tions (Map V7) # 
( 2 4 ) 
V, 5 3 . The Revolt o f t h e Treviri. 
Discontent prevailed through all Gaul. The Aremorican s t a t e s had 
threatened to attack Roscius and had desisted only when they learned of 
the defeat of Ambiorix (Map 3 ) . The Senones n o w openly refused to obey 
(V, 5 4 . ) , 
Caesar and tneir boldness gave c o u r a g e to other tribes. There was 
throughout Gaul a desire to throw o f f * the yoke of Roman domination. The 
Aedui and Remi alone remained firm in their friendship toward t h e Romans. 
(V, 5 5 .J w 
Tndutiomarus, Chief of the Treviri, worked unceasingly t o stir u p another 
revolt. The S e n o n e s and the Carnutes joined the movement and the Aduatuci 
&k£ * h * ( v f 5b J « 
and the Nerviimwere ready to help and also the Eburones (Chap. 5 5 ) were 
ready to help. 
The accompanying map (VTTT) indicates the tribes which were foremost 
in the Revolt under Tndutiomarus. The account in the Commentaries is not 
sufficiently clear to allow all to b e determined accurately. We cannot 
say just how far the revolt extended but Caesar emphasizes the fact t h a t 
the dissatisfaction was general, though not many seem to have broken out 
into armed rebellion. 
This was especially true of Tndutiomarus, the leader of the Treviri (0-»aP. 
56). Labienus had not dared to leave his winter quarters to succor 
Cicero for fear of being himself attacked and destroyed by Tndutiomarus. 
On receipt of the news of ca*Lsarfs victory, Tndutiomarus withdrew his fore 
ces from before Labienus1 camp. Tn a very short tffame, however, he became 
the leader in another uprising. 
New Winter Quarters. 
Winter, 5 4 - 5 3 B.C. 
V, 5 3 . Caesar established his headquarters at Samarobri/a with three 
legions,^Cicero1s and Trebonius1, in camps in the immediate neighborhood. 
" of these" Dodge says "there are relics still: A camp,at the citadel of 
Amiens; the camp de l'Etoile; and one near modern Tfrancourt". Fabius 
vas sent back to St. Pol and Plan^us, Labienus and Roseius made no chahge 
of location. 
(25) 
Rebellion Under the Leadership of the Treviri. 
Spring and Summer 53 b. C. 
VII 2. The tribes in revolt were under the leadership of the Treviri , 
They were the Eburones under Ambiorix, The Senones, the Carnutes, the 
Nervii, the Aduatuci, The Menappii and till the Germans on the Gallic side 
of the Rhine (Mao IX). 
VI, 3. The four nearest legions were those under Fabius, Crassus, 
Cicero and Trebonius respectively. Fabius was at St. Pol, Crassus, Cicero 
andjrrebonius in camps close to Samarobripfa (Amiens). Caesar directed a 
sudden expedition against the Nervii and completely cowed them. Fe then 
withdrew to his winter quarters at Samarobriria. 
The assembly of the Gauls was first called at Samarobritfa., but as the 
Carnutes, Senones and Trevtri did not send representatives the place of 
meeting was changed to Lutetia (Paris), a town among the Parissii. The 
Parissiiwere the neighbors of the Senones but had no part in the revolt. 
Caesar made a demonstration against the Senones A submitted and ^ave VI,4$ , G 
hostages as an assurance of future good behavior. 
VI, 4. 
VIJ 5* Caesar next gave his attention to Ambioftix, leader of the 
Eburones, The Menapii had never sent embassadors and as they were t e 
close neighbors and allies of the Eburones, Ambiorix had a safe place of 
retreat. In order to deprive him of this place of safety, Caesar deter-
mined to subdue this tribe. Another thing necessary to the overthrow of 
who atr 
Ambioftfix was the defeat of the Treviri. Labienus,was locateflasfecherifi with 
one legion, undertook this latter work while Caesar himself managed the 
campaign against the Menapii. The Commentaries (V, 24) say that Labienus 
wintered among the Remi on the confines of the Treviri. But we are after-
wards given to understand (VI, 7) that Labienus encamped among the Treviri 
where he had passed the winter. On this point Napoleon says: 
"We believe with certain authors, that the country in which he encOTPe<i 
e* was either on the boundary of the two countries or on the ground of ̂ hi 
which the Remi and Treviri disputed the possession. It is not evident, 
moreover, that after the catastrophe of Aduatuca and the insurrection 
of the people seduced by AmbAorix, everything dictated to Labienus the 
necessity of engaging himself no further in a hostile country by separa-
ting himself from the other legions'1. 
( 2 6 ) 
The Menapii Campaign. 
ST, 5 . Napoleon (p. 276 ) says that Caesar followed the general 
direction of Sens, Soissons, Bavay and B r u s s e l s to arrive at the fron-
tier of the Menapii. The particulars if the campaign are not given. The 
fvr, e) 
result was the submission of the Menapii. Aft or the sun t n a f c i C^su 
.."fciit U join L c J b i t n i b among the Treviri. 
Campaign against the Treviri, 
VT, 7 , Latienus marched out of the fortified winte- quarters to 
meet the Gauls before the Germans should send reinforcements. The river 
mentioned in this chapter was the river (kifth (Dodge, Nap.). 
V I , 8 , The'frsviri were compelled to surrender. Thus on either side 
AAbiorix was deprived of aid, 
VT, 9 # "Caesar, from the land of the Menapii, had marched up the 
Rhine and remained at Bonn near the place where he had crossed two years 
before11. H e built a similar bridge a little above where he had built the 
first one.Cf, note to JV, 17* 
VT, 1 0 , The Suevi withdrew to Bacenis forest (Hartz mountains) and 
Caesar did not deem it wise to follow them* so he returner to the Gallic 
side of the Rhine and prepared to punish Ambiorix, V I , 2 9 , 
Campaign Against Ambiorix, 
Caesar started from near Bonn via Zulpich and Eupen across the forest 
of Ardennes, which extended from the banks of the Rhine to to the country 
of the Nerfii (Dodge 217 ; Nap. 2 8 2 ) . 
V I , 32. Aduatuca was the place where Sabinus1 legion had been 
destroyed. Here the baggage of the legions was left and Cicero was left 
to guard it. The rest of the army Caesar divided into three divisions. 
VT, 33. 
Labienus, with three legions was sent toward the ocean near the bouhdary 
of the Menapii and Eburones, Labientrs, he sent southwest to lay waste the 
(27) 
country contiguous to the Aduatuci. He himself with three legions 
marghed towards the Scaldis (Scheldt), intending to piltfsue Ambiorix to 
tfcfcpteonfines of the forest of Arduenna between modern Brussels and mtweYfm 
*Ey some authorities t̂ e river Sabispread instead of the the Scheldt, 
because the latter does not flow into the Meuse as stated by the Commenfca-
taries. The phrase is 1 the river Scaldis which flows! AaAo the M e s e « £*r 
But Caesar could readily be in error geographically and the Scheldt 
does empty into the sea not far from the mouth of the Meuse # The Ssfae 
Scheldt was more likely to be the objective point than the Sabis. A 
column which marched only so far as the Sabis could accomplish nothing, and 
this, Moreover, was tt*e Trebonius1 direction*(Dodge p. 220). 
VT, 34. Caesar turned over to the neighboring tribes the work of 
inflicting punishment on the Eburones and gave full liberty to plunder 
and kill. 
V 1 * 3 5 « The Sugambri Attack Caesar*s Camp. 
The Sugambri crossed the Rhine about thirty miles below caesar's 
bridge. They crossed the Meuse at Maestricht (Dodge p. 222). 
VI, 43. Caesar burned and ravaged so terribly througji the c o u n t r y of 
the Eburones that the tribe was almost annihilated. However, Ambiorix 
succeeded in making his escape. 
VI, 44. Ditrtfootorura, the cheif towm of the Remi was waater Re*,****. 
Two legions were encamped on the frontier of the Treviri, two among 
the tingones and tha six others in the land of the Senones at Angfliidicum 
(Sens). 
A General Uprising. 
Winter, 53-58 B.C. 
The uprising which began in the early part of the winter of 53-52 
B. C. extended over a large part of Gaul. It was the most formidable revo 
with 
volt.which Caesar had thus far, to deal. The principal leader was Ver-
oingetorix who belonged to the tribe of the Arverni. Through hi s ef^-
•?octs a large numBer of tribes entered into a compact to stand together for 
(28) 
the purpose of overthrowing the Roman power. Those whom Caesar mentions as 
most active in the uprising were the Cardites (VII*, 3), the Arverni, the 
the Senones, Parisii, Pictones, Cardurci, Turones, Aulerci, Lejnovices, th* 
Andes and all other peoples who dwell on the shores of the ocean(VJT,f.). 
Besides these the Bituriges were forced to join the eoal^tionfVJJ, 5.) a 
and the other tribes who we e induced to join were the RuteAi, the Nitiob-
roges and the Gabali (VII, 7). There were doubtless many others on\the 
point of open revolt. Caesar, indeed, would trust none of them. It is 
certain that his prompt measures prevented many tribes, who wer - thus waver-
ing,from lending active support to the uprising. Although we are assured 
that more tribes took part, either as active participants or at least 
as sympathizers, than Caesar mentions, it is a difficult matter to decide 
just which tribes these were. In our map (X) we have indicated as in 
actual revolt only the tribes which Caesar mentions. Further than this 
we cannot go with any certainty. On the oyher hand sufficient evidence may 
be gathered from Caesar's account to warrant the n̂ggojitAcrn that all the 
tribes were more or less in sympathy with the revolt. Eve*, the Aedui, 
Caesar would barely trust. 
VII, 8. The route across the Cebe'vjna Mountains was up the Ardeche a 
and down the Loire Valleys , by modern Aps(Map 198), Aubenas (Map T98) 
and St. Cirgues (Map T86) ana advanced to Btroude (Map 175), (Dodge p. 
3 3 3 ; Nap. p. 297). 
VII, 9. Vienne is situated on the Rhone (Map 168). 
The two legions which were wintering among the Lingones were at 
Andaematurnum(Langres. Map 98), All the legions Rendezvoused at Agen-
dicum (Sens, map 8T), 
aorgobina, now St. Parize le C4&tel was located at the confluence of 
©fie Liger (Loire) and ElaveV (Aliier),(Dodge p. 236; Nap. p. 298). 
Goeler and others have proposed other locations -but this site is probably 
better attested than the rest. 
VIT, 2. cenab^um was modem Gien. On this point we will gitoe Dodge's 
opinion which is the same as Napoleon's: 
"This was probably modern Gien, though generally assumed to be 
Orleans,'. In pushing for GergAbina, which he aimed quickly to reach, it 
would be much out of Caesar's way and over a bad tract of country to march 
(29) 
V1T, 12. NOVIODUNUM. Dodge and Napoleon agree on jiancerre as the 
to Orleans, and as it was not essential to do so, he would not br likely 
at this moment to vary ^ from the straight course. Moreover, Gien is 
a better location for an oppidum, being on a hill while Oriels is on a 
A 
slope. This town, Genabum, t»e Camutes had not yet garrisoned, as 
they expected Caesar would be delayed a long time at ehe Vellaunodunum, 
whereas he reached Genabum/ much to the surprise of the inhabitants, in 
two days after Vellaundunum had capitulated, when they had barely received 
news of the fact. He scarcely could have reachedbrleans, hampered by his 
considerable trains, which is fifty miles as the crow flies, in this 
short time — another argument in favor of Gien"(Dodge p. 256V. 
Goeler says that Orleans is the proper location and that Napoleon 
ITT is not right in choosing Gien. 
Vellaunodunum according to Dodge and Napoleon should be located at 
^Wgli^as , Napoleon's reasons are (p. #d£) • 
"The situation of the territory of the Eoii being admitted, as well 
as that of Genabum, we have to find on the road which Caesar pursued from 
Sins to Gorgobina, sous Nsxiaawrans the ifflbtftfatdiate points of Vellattnodu-
num and Noviodunum. On the direct line fron Sens to Gien, at a distance o 
of forty kilometres from Sens we meet with the little town of^Hgueres (M 
(Map 96). The hill which overlooks it from the north agrees with the posi-
tion of the ancient oppidum: The remains of walls, fosses and parapets 
have b--n fo^nd in i't, Fur the r} there were discovered in T856, at 500 
metres to t ve northwest of Trigueres, the ruins of a large semi-elliptical 
theatre, capable of containing 5000 to 6000 spectators. In anotker 
direction the ruins of a Bruidical monument have baan pointed out; in 
fact everythine leads to the belief that t ere existed at Trigueres, in 
the Gallo Roman period, an important centre, which had been preceeded by 
a Gaulish establishment anterior to tne conquest. A road paved with 
stones, considered by some to be a Gaulish ok Celtic way, but accepted by 
all Archaeologists as a Ronaw road, goes directly from Sê s to TrigueVes by 
Courtenay, and passes along the eastern side of the oppidum. Anoth r 
ancient way %ead$ similarly from Trigueres to Glen* We feel no hesitation 
after what preceeds in placing Vellaundunum at Trigueres". 
Goeler says Ladon, between Montagris and Orleens is the proper site 
forVtllaunodunBM. We think that Napoleon and Dodge should be followed. 
(30) 
VTT, 34. Dodge and Napolaon both state that Varsenns is the most 
probable pioant 
ancient Noviodunum. Napoleon, after describing the condition which the text 
requires and showing that Nouan-le-Fuuselier Pierrefitte-sur-Landre, 
Nohaut-en~Gaut, Nekvy-en-Sullias, and Neuovy-sur-Barangeu do not fill the 
conditions^ proceeds to discmss the merits of Sancerre(p.307): 
"Sancerre, answers all the conditions. It is situated on a hill 
which rises 5j5 metres above the valley watered by the £oire. Encircled 
oh all sides by deep ravines it can only be approached on the point sit-
uated to the east, where the ancient Poman roac of Pourges terminated, 
which is still at the present day called "Pig road". The Abbe Leboeuf, as 
early as T727, had designated this town as the ancient Noviodunum. It is 
neaVthe St. Sat^ur, at the very foot of the mountain of Sancerre, that a 
Gallo Roman town existed, of which, within the last few years, numerous 
foundations have been found. It is probable that this gallo Roman town 
had succeeded to a great centre of Gaulish population, fofc the Bituriges 
must necessesarily hace pccupied in their country a point so admirably 
fortified by nature, and which commanded the course of the Loire, the 
line of boundary between them and the Aeduil^" # 
Fox* these and other strong reasons Napolean insists that Sancerre is the 
ancient Noviodunum. 
Goeler Places Noviodunum at Moreau% 
VTT, T5. Avaricum is identified as modern Pourges (Map 122). For a 
detailed description oS the siti as it appears today see Dodge p. 240. 
Other authorities who agree on this location are Napoleon (p. 310), 
Kampen, Descriptiorfe, Tab .9; Meyer-Koch, Atlas zu Caesar, VTT J, P/4, Goeler, 
Uebersichtskarte zu Caesars Gallisch. Kreig. p. 5; Kelsey plan9# 
VTT, 33. Decetia (Ded&ae-) on the Li^e^(Dodge p. 249; Nap, 323). 
VTT, 34 # Two legions were left at Angendicum against the Senones and 
Parisii, Caesar himself, with the six remaining legions in the land of 
tka AX&KHX.marched on gergoVia in the land of the Arverni. Caesar staftca 
from Ddcetia (Decize) near modern Moulins. From Decetia there was an old 
Gaulish road which led to Moulins, and was later made a Roman road. (Dodge 
P.325). 
(31) 
probable point whe^e Caesar crossed the Allierjftap. note p/ 326), 
TV, 36. The following is the description «bf the site of Gergovia, # 
fEKKx»iiaa xauth o€ a&£&*n as given by Dodge (pt 254): 
MThe heights of Gfcrgovia, four miles south of modern Clermont—Ferrand 
stand boldly up twelve hundred feet above the plain. It has been rechris-
tened its ancient name. At the top,is a quadrangular plateau a mile long 
by ove- a third of a mile widefOn the north and east the slope was probably 
wooded; access to the plateau by a body of troops might have been diffi-
cult. The south slope is a succession of terraces rather wide and not 
over steep. These apparently *ere not wooded. On the ust lie the heights 
of Risolles, whose top is only on-ri-^idred feet lower rhan Gergovia and 
is connected with it by a neck of land. Two other hills;HouMts Rognon and 
Puy Giroux, flank the Risolles, and are northwest and southwest of Gergovi 
respectively. On the south like a huge buttress, is Roche Blanche, a 
long and narrow hill, witn rocky face on the south and east, and easy 
slope elsewhere, about five hundred feet below the plateau of Gergivia. 
The Auzon flows south of Gergovia, and falls into the Allier# On the 
northwest runs a small brook. On the east was a large shallop lake, now 
drained. On the south and southeast, Gergovia was thought to be most 
accessible to attack11. 
Napoleon and Goeler agree with Dodge in this location of Gergovia. 
"Caesar established his camp on the high and healthfuj. ground south of 
the lake, perhaps one hunderd feet above the plain. The Auzon ran behind 
his camp"# 
VTT, 40-41. The Aeduan army was at Rondon on its way to join Vercinge 
torix. From the Gergovian camp to Rondon was a distance of twenty-five 
miles. Caesar made the march there and return in twent$r#four hours. 
VTT, 53. Caesar^on his withdrawal feom Gergovia, probably crossed 
the Elaver (Allier) at Vichy (Dodge). 
VTT, 57 1 Ceasar led his army across the Loire, crossing at Bourbon-
Lauchy (Dodge 269) # Thence he went toward the territory of the Senones to 
join Labienus. 
Labienus1 Campaign. 
(32) 
Tn the location of places in Labienus1 campaign we ha^e followed 
Dodge pp. 271-273/ Nap. pp. 348,349, 352; Kampen, Descript. Tab. IT? Meye^r 
Koch, Atlas Zu Caesar X, A, and Kelsey plan XTT.> 
Goel-r s*nds Labienus down the right 1 bank of the Yo^ne, Napoleor^ 
argument seems to be conclusive!p. 348 note 2)., 
A General Revolt. 
VTT, 63. The revolt or the Aedui was a serious thing for Caesar. 
This tribe had given him its loy^x support ever since he had first come 
into Gaul, and it was natural that the action of the Aedui should have 
great influence with Other tribes. The Pellovfcci were the first to follow 
the example of the Aedui (Chap.59). The Aedui assumed the leadership 
and summoned & council of all the tribes to meet at Pibracte. Only the 
Remi the Lingones and thr Treviri were not representcu. The reason the 
Treviri were not represented was because they were so far ajay and they 
Yfci*e, b e b i u o , a^\A^g tr< .Vole with tht Germans. The Aedui hoped that 
one of their leaders would get the chief command but it was given to Ver-
eingetorix* All Gaul was now in arms except the Remi, She Sues^iones, th 
fjLe&ci and the Lingones. The more d:s-*nt tribes are not mentioned by 
Caesar and it is hard to determine just what part they had in the rebellinn 
Th^ inference is that they were in hearty sympathy if not actually in arms. 
(Map XT), 
Labienus1 base or supplies was at Agendicum (Sen£, map 1 8 ) . He 
marched aown the left bank of the Jcaioia (Yonne) ana the Sequana 3%ne) 
with Lutitia (Paris) as the fojective point. The town occupied an island 
in the river when? N u t J Da>ip de Paris now stands (Map 4 8 ) , 
The marsh referred to was* at the mouth C i "ns Essonne $Map 6 5*) and 
the Seine. Labienus was prevented from crossing this marsh. He then 
VTT, 58. 
withdrew a short distance up the Seine and crossed it at Metiosedunum 
(Melun, map 65 ), situated on an island in the Siine. Labienus then 
marched down the right bank of the Seine to Lutitia. 
VTT, 60-6T # The place oi* crossing was probably near the mouren Point 
du Joirt 
"After crossing tne Li&er on his way from Gergovia ("ee note to VTT, 
57 #), Caesar apparently directed his march due north to join Labienus, who, 
when he had defeated Camulogenus had mads his way toward his chief. Not 
far south of Agendicum the captain ana lieutenant met"(Dodge p. 276). 
"Labienus after returning from Sens, Having advanced to meet Caeser, 
their junction must necessarily have taken place on a point of the:. line 
from Bourbon-La^ to Sens; this point in our opinion, is Joigny. Encam-
ped not far fr \_i confluence of the A mancon and the Yo^ne^Caesar could 
easily r^c^iv^ the contingent which he expected from Germany" ($£aA . p. 3bo) 
VII, 66 # After Caesar had affected a junction with Labienus he set 
out to carry aid to the Province. He could not take tr:e most direct route 
because the territory of the Aedui lay between him and the Province and 
tJw inhabitants were in open rebellion. He chose, rather a round-about a 
course tne Territory of the Lingones and thence he would proceed through 
Sequania. Ke could thus have Besanpon for a base. He probably followed te 
same road he had pursued when he went against Ariovistus and the winter 
before when moving from Vienna to Agendicum (Dodge p, 272; Nap.p. 359). 
Napoleon says that, after reaching the Aube at Dancsvoir, he proceed d 
towards the little rivor of Vingeanne. His intention was, doubtless, to 
cross the Saone at Gray or at Pontailler. 
VTT, 67. Vercingetorix had concentrated his troops near Bibracte. 
He placed his forces so as to bar Caesar's road through the territory of 
the Sequani. He camped at the fcrk^ in the roads in three divisions, ea-
each covering one of the paths Caesar might choose towards the Arar and 
Vesontio. "vercingetorix1 position was on the modern heights of Sacquenay, 
The heights bulged out in three pronontories, so to speak, on each of 
which lay a third of Vercingetorix1 army. The right flank of his army th 
thus rested on the Vingea?pie. The Baden brook was in its front. 
"That this is the field of Battle Seems to be proven by the tumuli of 
the region, which comtain skeletons, identified fron their ornaments, as 
Gillie,and by the horseshoes still occasionally dug up by the peasants. 
Moreover it smits the distance from Alesia given by the Commentaries" 
(Dodge p. 279; see also Nap. p. 361, Meyer-Koch, Atl. zu Caes. X. P. Kampe 
Kampen, Desc. Tab. 12). 
S 
aeige of Alesia. 
VII, 69. Authorities are agreecj/thet the guirtnit of mount Auxois on tfe 
the western slope of which the modern village of Alise St. Reine is situ-
ated, is en? ̂ :%*c of ancient Alftsia. Napoleon says of the Location: 
wAli33 St. Riene is undoubtedly the Alesia of the Commentaries. 
The examination of the strategic reasons which determined the marc h of 
Caesar, the correct interpretation og the text, and lastly , the excavatcbn 
lately made, all combined to to prove it" rp 365; see also Nap. note^ f'Ji 
P • 365) # 
Dodge (p. 283) gives the following admirable description of the site 
of Alesia: 
"The stromghold lay ann an isolated hill (Mount Auxpci) or rather an 
elevated oval plateau, one and a quarter miies l©ng east and west, by a 
half a mile wide at the center north and south, five hunderd feet abive^&e 
surrounding valleys , in t r i e confliience of two of the small tributaries of 
the upper Sequana* the Lutosa (Ose) ancl̂ sera (Oseaain)^fn front of the 
town ̂ rom the west was a plain over three miles in length nfrrthf and south 
now called Plarj$£>des Launes — bisected by the Oserain and a little 
brook,ground the town on the three other sides north, east and south at-a 
distance of a mile or so meampred from the edges of the plateau, was a line 
of hills of about equal height as Mount Auxois, se^ar^ted from eachother 
by smoothly sloping valleys. There were springs on the plateau and 
many wells. The streams at the foot of the hills were accessible by many 
paths. The grade up the hill was easy, but at t e top was a wall of rock 
interrupted at intervals, but on t e whole steep,and impracticable of 
assault!! Consult also Napolean pages 366 and 367 for a similar description. 
• good idea of the topography may be gained by a study of the map of 
the Official Survey of France (Map J12). 
Winter Quarters. 
Winter, 52-51 B.C. 
VII,90. Labienus with seventh and fifth legions and some cavalry 
was placed among the Sequani, with Rutilius as his lieutenant; Fabius with 
the eighth and Basilius with the ninth, among the Remi to protect against 
the Bellovac*; The legion of Antistius, the eleventh, among the thw 
Ambeveriti.; that of sextius, the *£hirteenth^among the Bituriges; that of 
Caninius, the jFirst, among the Ruteni; Cicero with the £ixth at Matiseo 
(Macon), and Sulpicius, with the fourteenth, at Cabillonum (Chalons).// 
Caesar himself fixes his headquarters at Pibraete. The location fff Anton-
ius with the tenth and twelfth is not given (Dodge p.306) # 
The Pinal Subftijsaion 0f §aftl> . ^ w w ^ . n 
VTTI, With the fall of Alesia the power of the Gauls was broken 
forever. Not all of the tribes immediately brought in their submission, 
but they never again attempted a general revilt. There were many 
Scattered uprisings throughout the country which had to be put down. The 
Bellovaci made the most determined resistance and they did not surrender 
until forced to do it by the siege of their chief town AxelLodunum ( Puy^d1 
Tssolu)• Aquitania was conquered, the Treviri conquered and the last 
resistance was overcome by t e defeat of Cano^us, Caesar was now in fact 
master of all Gaul (Map XJI|. 
